
MATERIALS

Bernat Roving (80% acrylic, 20% wool, 100 g/3.5 oz, 109 m/120 yds)
7 skeins Quartz Pink, 3 skeins Rice Paper
Size M/N/9.00mm hook, scissors, tapestry needle

SIZE

Finished size 45 in x 60 in

STITCHES

Single Crochet (SC): Insert your hook, yarn over (YO) and pull up a loop, YO and pull through two loops
on hook.

Single Crochet 2 Together (SC2TOG): Insert your hook into the first stitch, YO and pull up a loop,
insert your hook into the next stitch, YO and pull up a loop, YO and pull through all loops on your hook.
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PATTERN

Chain 119. (That is for 4 peaks. Pattern repeat is 29 + 3 if you’d like to make it larger – just multiply the
number of peaks you want by 29 then add three. For example: 29 x 4 = 116 + 3 = 119, so 119 is your base
chain.)

Row 1: In the second chain from the hook and the next chain, SC2TOG (insert your hook into the first
chain, pull up a loop, insert your hook into the next chain, pull up a loop, yarn over and pull through all
loops on your hook). *SC in the next 13 chains, work 3 SC into the next chain, SC in the next 13 chains,
skip 2 chains. repeat from *. After you have worked the last 13 chains, you should have two extra.
SC2TOG, these last two stitches. Chain 1 and turn.

Row 2: Now, start the next row by SC2TOG, *then work 13 SC, work 3 SC into one stitch (this should be
the middle stitch of the 3 SC you did in the row before), work 13 SC, skip two stitches at the bottom for
the valley, and repeat from *.

Always remember to SC2TOG when you end a row, and start a row. Always skip two stitches for a valley,
always work 13 up each side. Always work 3 SC into one stitch for the peak. Always chain 1 and turn.

Here is the pattern for the color stripes: 8 rows Pink, 2 rows White, 2 rows Pink, 2 rows White. Repeat
from beginning. 

Whenever you are changing colors, pull through with the new color at the end of the row just before you
finish your SC2TOG. When my blanket was the length I wanted, I ended up with five sets of stripes.

After I finished the blanket, I wove in all the ends with a tapestry needle. Then I laid the blanket out and
sprayed it with a spray bottle and smoothed out all the sides and corners to block the blanket and make it
even. Once it was dry, I added the tassels by cutting several even pieces of yarn and tying them to the ends
of my blanket. 

xo, Hannah
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